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CiviCRM Summary Fields
in Action
Enhanced Donor, Member, and Event Data 



Summary Fields

https://civicrm.org/extensions/summary-fields

https://github.com/progressivetech/net.ourpowerbase.sumfields 

Developed by Jamie McClelland from Progressive Technology Project

Active Installs: 1,807

https://civicrm.org/extensions/summary-fields
https://github.com/progressivetech/net.ourpowerbase.sumfields


Get Started

- Install Summary Fields
- Configure it:

- Admin > Customize Data and Screens > Summary Fields
- From a Contact Record
- Or….



Settings

- Components: Fundraising, Membership, Event
- Remember Word Replacement!

- “Show Simplified Fields”
- Help text: By default, contribution fields are calculated using the line items 

table, which provides the most accurate accounting if you use price sets with 
different financial types. Simplified contribution fields are calculated using 
the contribution table, which is more efficient and will work better on large 
installations and won’t accurately count a single contribution split between 
two line items (e.g. an event registration and donation).



Performance Settings



 

- Select Financial 
Types to include 
when calculating 
contribution related 
summary fields



 

- Select Financial Types to include when calculating 
membership related summary fields



 

- Select “Event Types” to include when calculating participant 
summary fields

- Select “Participant Status” for denoting “Attended” vs “Did Not 
Attend”



Financial Accounts

Financial Accounts 
correspond to 
those in your 
accounting system



Financial Types

Financial Types are used to 
categorize contributions for 
reporting and accounting. 
Each relate to a number of 
Financial Accounts.



Advanced Search

Key Actions:

- Add Activity
- Add relationships
- Bulk Update
- Group / Smart Group
- Email 
- Export
- Print/merge document



Reports - Columns & Filters

Key Actions:

- Dashlets
- Quick Access
- Reserved
- Email Delivery
- Export



 

Nonprofit Use Case:

Fields used:

- Total Lifetime Contributions
- Amount of Last Contribution
- Largest Contribution
- Count of contributions
- Total for indicated year

“The development team utilizes the summary 
fields in reports for both our major donor and 
prospective major donor groups. For major 
donors, those values help inform 
correspondence between the development 
team and the donor. 

We used the amount of last contribution and 
largest contribution to help inform the 
development  team when building out the 
Major Donor EOY campaign. For the 
prospective group, the largest contribution 
and total lifetime really helped us segment and 
identify qualified leads who we are currently 
corresponding with in hopes of moving them to 
our major donor group.”
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